This Little Scientist A Discovery Primer
Getting the books This Little Scientist A Discovery Primer now is not type of inspiring means.
You could not lonesome going similar to books heap or library or borrowing from your associates to
right to use them. This is an enormously easy means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online
message This Little Scientist A Discovery Primer can be one of the options to accompany you taking
into consideration having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. consent me, the e-book will definitely make public you extra situation to
read. Just invest tiny epoch to read this on-line proclamation This Little Scientist A Discovery
Primer as well as review them wherever you are now.

Across the Big Country - G. Harrison Olesen
1972
Donald Duck's airplane trip across the country
provides situations which stress each letter of
the alphabet.
The Science of Science - Dashun Wang
2021-03-25
This is the first comprehensive overview of the
exciting field of the 'science of science'. With
anecdotes and detailed, easy-to-follow
explanations of the research, this book is
accessible to all scientists, policy makers, and
administrators with an interest in the wider
scientific enterprise.
Are You a Scientist? - 2021-01-05
An engaging and super-cute STEM-themed liftthe-flap introduction to famous scientists like
Jane Goodall, Stephen Hawking, and Mae
Jemison! Jane wants to watch the chimpanzees.
What tool does she use? Binoculars! In this
simple, boldly illustrated lift-the-flap board book,
little readers will discover simple facts about five
different scientists, each in a different field! Kids
will meet: Jane Goodall Marie Curie Stephen
Hawking Mae Jemison Charles K. Kao Each
spread describes something scientists do or
study, then includes a satisfying lift-the-flap that
reveals a scientist in action using a familiar tool!
A perfect introduction to exciting science role
models!
This Little Trailblazer - Joan Holub 2017-09-05
This board book highlights ten memorable
female trailblazers.
Science - Margreet de Heer 2013-09-01
Explaining different scientific disciplines in
clear, colorful chapters, this illustrated primer is

a great way to introduce young readers to a
complex topic. In her easily accessible style,
Margreet de Heer visualizes science and makes
it approachable for those with little knowledge
of the subject. Touching a number of topics in
various scientific disciplines—including math,
chemistry, physics, biology, geology, and
quantum theory—this work ponders questions
such as Who exclaimed "Eureka" and why? Why
did Galileo get into a fight with the Church? and
What happens when you have your DNA tested?
This humorous yet substantive graphic account
strips the subject of unnecessary complexity,
making it a perfect introduction to exploring
scientific concepts.
ABCs of Science - Chris Ferrie 2017-10-03
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Space, ABCs of
Physics, and General Relativity for Babies will
love this introduction to science for babies and
toddlers! It only takes a small spark to ignite a
child's mind. This alphabetical installment of the
Baby University baby board book series is the
perfect introduction to science for infants and
toddlers. It makes a wonderful science baby gift
for even the youngest scientist. Give the gift of
learning to your little one at birthdays, baby
showers, holidays, and beyond! A is for Amoeba
B is for Bond C is for Conductor From amoeba to
zygote, ABCs of Science is a colorfully simple
introduction for babies—and grownups—to a
new science concept for every letter of the
alphabet. Written by an expert, each page in this
baby and toddler science book features multiple
levels of text so the book grows along with your
little scientist. If you're looking for the perfect
STEAM book for teachers or science toys for
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babies, look no further! ABCs of Science offers
fun early learning for your little scientist!
The Life and Times of Nathan Hale Kathleen Tracy 2006-09
Describes the life and accomplishments of the
first American spy to be executed in the line of
duty and whose final words became a rallying
cry for the American Revolution.
This Little Dreamer - Joan Holub 2020-01-14
Learn all about dreamers who changed history
in this engaging and hopeful board book perfect
for dreamers-in-training! In this sixth book in the
This Little series, now even the youngest readers
can learn all about important people in history
who dared to dream big for a better future!
Highlighting ten memorable dreamers who
paved the way, parents and little ones alike will
love this inspirational primer full of fun, ageappropriate facts and bold illustrations.
Reinventing Discovery - Michael Nielsen
2020-04-07
"Reinventing Discovery argues that we are in the
early days of the most dramatic change in how
science is done in more than 300 years. This
change is being driven by new online tools,
which are transforming and radically
accelerating scientific discovery"-This Little Scientist - Joan Holub 2018-09-25
Learn all about scientists who changed history in
this engaging and colorful board book perfect
for inventors-in-training! Asking why. Then
making a guess. Asking how. Then proving with
tests. Little scientists make great big
discoveries. In this follow up to This Little
President, This Little Explorer, and This Little
Trailblazer now even the youngest readers can
learn all about great and empowering scientists
in history! Highlighting ten memorable scientists
who paved the way, parents and little ones alike
will love this discovery primer full of fun, ageappropriate facts and bold illustrations.
The Elf Boogie - Christianne C. Jones
2015-08-01
Boogie like an elf getting ready for Christmas.
Twist, clap, and tap along with this interactive,
rhyming board book that will bring the holiday
excitement to a new level! Children and adults
will want to twist, jump, and boogie over and
over again.
Little Heroes of Color - David Heredia
2019-12-26

"This book introduces preschoolers to 50 men
and women of color who have changed the
world."--Provided by publisher.
Push! Dig! Scoop! - Rhonda Gowler Greene
2016-10-25
Down at the construction site, mama and papa
trucks show their youngsters how to build. Push
oosh goes a big mama bulldozer and her one
little dozer! Dig schlup goes a tough papa
excavator and his two little excavators! Count
along with every scooping, mashing, and
spinning family of trucks in the construction site-all the way from the bright early morning till it's
time to snuggle in to bed. Picture book talents
Rhonda Gowler Greene and Daniel Kirk have
joined together for a book that will dig its way
into the hearts of those who love Where Do
Diggers Sleep at Night? and Digger, Dozer,
Dumper.
Citizen Scientists - Loree Griffin Burns
2012-02-14
Shows young readers how a citizen scientist
learns about butterflies, birds, frogs, and
ladybugs.
This Little President - Joan Holub 2016-01-12
Learn all about the US presidents with this fun
and colorful board book perfect for leaders-intraining! Leading our country. Helping you and
me. Keeping all fifty states safe, happy, and free.
Little presidents have a great big job. Now even
the youngest patriots can learn about America’s
presidential history with this bright and playful
board book. Highlighting ten of the most
memorable presidents—and featuring all fortyfour on the last page—parents and presidents-intraining alike will love sharing this fun primer
full of age-appropriate facts, leadership skills,
and White House history.
Ignorance - Stuart Firestein 2012-04-23
Knowledge is a big subject, says Stuart
Firestein, but ignorance is a bigger one. And it is
ignorance--not knowledge--that is the true
engine of science. Most of us have a false
impression of science as a surefire, deliberate,
step-by-step method for finding things out and
getting things done. In fact, says Firestein, more
often than not, science is like looking for a black
cat in a dark room, and there may not be a cat in
the room. The process is more hit-or-miss than
you might imagine, with much stumbling and
groping after phantoms. But it is exactly this
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"not knowing," this puzzling over thorny
questions or inexplicable data, that gets
researchers into the lab early and keeps them
there late, the thing that propels them, the very
driving force of science. Firestein shows how
scientists use ignorance to program their work,
to identify what should be done, what the next
steps are, and where they should concentrate
their energies. And he includes a catalog of how
scientists use ignorance, consciously or
unconsciously--a remarkable range of
approaches that includes looking for connections
to other research, revisiting apparently settled
questions, using small questions to get at big
ones, and tackling a problem simply out of
curiosity. The book concludes with four case
histories--in cognitive psychology, theoretical
physics, astronomy, and neuroscience--that
provide a feel for the nuts and bolts of
ignorance, the day-to-day battle that goes on in
scientific laboratories and in scientific minds
with questions that range from the quotidian to
the profound. Turning the conventional idea
about science on its head, Ignorance opens a
new window on the true nature of research. It is
a must-read for anyone curious about science.
Speak Up - Miranda Paul 2020
Illustrations and easy-to-read, rhyming text
encourage the reader to speak up about
everything from their own name being
mispronounced to someone bring a weapon to
school. Includes author's note about real people
who have found their voices, when to speak up,
and how to express oneself without speaking.
This Little Scientist - Joan Holub 2019
"Learn all about scientists who changed history
in this engaging and colorful board book perfect
for inventors-in-training!"--Amazon.com.
This Little Environmentalist - Joan Holub
2021-03-30
Learn all about big leaders who love and protect
the Earth in this engaging and inspiring board
book perfect for environmentalists-in-training!
Now even the youngest readers can learn all
about important people who help protect and
take care of our Earth! Highlighting ten
memorable environmentalists who paved the
way, parents and little ones alike will love this
discovery primer full of fun, age-appropriate
facts and bold illustrations.
Discovery of the Five Senses - K.N. Smith

2021-09-15
A suspenseful incident in a forbidden preserve
heightens the senses of five friends. Sight,
sound, touch, taste, and smell become supergifts that forever change the world. But furious
battles confront the boys as they try to
understand their sensory super powers in a race
to save mankind. With light beings and
mysterious strangers complicating their plight,
will the boys be able to defeat the evil Druth
before it’s too late? Get prepared for the twisting
and grinding of this award-winning, actionadventure story — an edge-of-your-seat narrative
for young and mature readers alike.
This Little Explorer - Joan Holub 2016-09-27
"Little explorers discover a great big world"-Back cover.
When Dads Don't Grow Up - Marjorie Blain
Parker 2012-03-15
An endearing celebration of dads who are young
at heart Just in time for Father's Day, this playful
book follows four father-child pairs as they
spend happy, silly times together, popping
bubble wrap and watching cartoons and taking
part in shoppingcart races. These are dads who
aren't worried about looking goofy or getting
their hair wet - dads who still remember what
it's like to be little. Don't be fooled. They may
look like grown-ups on the outside, But
underneath they're just like you . . . Kids!
Race Cars - Jenny Devenny 2021-05-04
Race Cars is a picture book that serves as a
springboard for parents and educators to discuss
race, privilege, and oppression with their kids.
The Research Guide - Barth J. Harvey
2011-09-23
A step-by-step guide for novice researchers and
their supervisors. Written and reviewed by
Canadian experts, this practical and accessible
guide enables new and experienced researchers
to effectively design a study, conduct the
research and interpret the findings. Use as a
stand-alone or modular curriculum.
Contact - Carl Sagan 2016-12-20
Pulitzer Prize-winning author and astronomer
Carl Sagan imagines the greatest adventure of
all—the discovery of an advanced civilization in
the depths of space. In December of 1999, a
multinational team journeys out to the stars, to
the most awesome encounter in human history.
Who—or what—is out there? In Cosmos, Carl
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Sagan explained the universe. In Contact, he
predicts its future—and our own.
The Birth of Earth! - Fun Facts about the
Forces That Shaped Planet Earth. Earth
Science for Kids - Children's Earth Sciences
Books - Prodigy 2016-07-06
This workbook has three main purposes. The
first of which is, of course, to improve
handwriting skills. This involves the
strengthening of the tiny hand muscles for
better grip and control. The second purpose is to
encourage reading of written texts. And the
third purpose is to improve your child's
understanding of the Bible by reading and writin
This Little Scientist - Joan Holub 2018-09-25
Learn all about scientists who changed history in
this engaging and colorful board book perfect
for inventors-in-training! Asking why. Then
making a guess. Asking how. Then proving with
tests. Little scientists make great big
discoveries. In this follow up to This Little
President, This Little Explorer, and This Little
Trailblazer now even the youngest readers can
learn all about great and empowering scientists
in history! Highlighting ten memorable scientists
who paved the way, parents and little ones alike
will love this discovery primer full of fun, ageappropriate facts and bold illustrations.
Kindred - Octavia E. Butler 2004-02-01
From the New York Times bestselling author of
Parable of the Sower and MacArthur “Genius”
Grant, Nebula, and Hugo award winner The
visionary time-travel classic whose Black female
hero is pulled through time to face the horrors of
American slavery and explores the impacts of
racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and
now. “I lost an arm on my last trip home. My left
arm.” Dana’s torment begins when she suddenly
vanishes on her 26th birthday from California,
1976, and is dragged through time to antebellum
Maryland to rescue a boy named Rufus, heir to a
slaveowner’s plantation. She soon realizes the
purpose of her summons to the past: protect
Rufus to ensure his assault of her Black ancestor
so that she may one day be born. As she endures
the traumas of slavery and the soul-crushing
normalization of savagery, Dana fights to keep
her autonomy and return to the present. Blazing
the trail for neo-slavery narratives like Colson
Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad and TaNehisi Coates’s The Water Dancer, Butler takes

one of speculative fiction’s oldest tropes and
infuses it with lasting depth and power. Dana
not only experiences the cruelties of slavery on
her skin but also grimly learns to accept it as a
condition of her own existence in the present.
“Where stories about American slavery are often
gratuitous, reducing its horror to explicit
violence and brutality, Kindred is controlled and
precise” (New York Times). “Reading Octavia
Butler taught me to dream big, and I think it’s
absolutely necessary that everybody have that
freedom and that willingness to dream.” —N. K.
Jemisin The series adaption from FX premieres
December 13 on Hulu. Developed for television
by writer/executive producer Branden JacobsJenkins (Watchmen), executive producers also
include Joe Weisberg and Joel Fields (The
Americans, The Patient), and Darren Aronofsky
(The Whale). Janicza Bravo (Zola) is director and
an executive producer of the pilot. Kindred stars
Mallori Johnson, Micah Stock, Ryan Kwanten,
and Gayle Rankin.
Up! Up! Up! Skyscraper - Anastasia Suen
2018-03-29
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Snappy rhymes
invite young readers to watch workers dig, pour,
pound, and bolt a skyscraper into existence.
Simple yet satis-fying sidebars provide further
information about each step in the construction
process. Perfect for preschoolers and all those
who dig diggers. Quirky, colorful art enhance
the appeal of a construction site with all the
equipment and sounds of building. The 2017
Summer Reading Theme: Build a Better World!
This Little Collection - Joan Holub 2018-11-27
The first four books in the This Little board book
series are now available in one empowering
collection—perfect for all leaders-in-training!
Highlighting the most influential presidents,
explorers, female trailblazers, and scientists,
these board books introduce the youngest
readers to the most empowering figures in
history! A perfect historical primer boxed set
that’s a must-have for all young leaders of
tomorrow! This inspiring collection includes:
This Little President This Little Explorer This
Little Trailblazer This Little Scientist
The Book of Why - Judea Pearl 2018-05-15
A Turing Award-winning computer scientist and
statistician shows how understanding causality
has revolutionized science and will revolutionize
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artificial intelligence "Correlation is not
causation." This mantra, chanted by scientists
for more than a century, has led to a virtual
prohibition on causal talk. Today, that taboo is
dead. The causal revolution, instigated by Judea
Pearl and his colleagues, has cut through a
century of confusion and established causality -the study of cause and effect -- on a firm
scientific basis. His work explains how we can
know easy things, like whether it was rain or a
sprinkler that made a sidewalk wet; and how to
answer hard questions, like whether a drug
cured an illness. Pearl's work enables us to know
not just whether one thing causes another: it lets
us explore the world that is and the worlds that
could have been. It shows us the essence of
human thought and key to artificial intelligence.
Anyone who wants to understand either needs
The Book of Why.
Cradle of Life - J. William Schopf 2021-10-12
One of the greatest mysteries in reconstructing
the history of life on Earth has been the
apparent absence of fossils dating back more
than 550 million years. We have long known that
fossils of sophisticated marine life-forms existed
at the dawn of the Cambrian Period, but until
recently scientists had found no traces of
Precambrian fossils. The quest to find such
traces began in earnest in the mid-1960s and
culminated in one dramatic moment in 1993
when William Schopf identified fossilized
microorganisms three and a half billion years
old. This startling find opened up a vast period
of time--some eighty-five percent of Earth's
history--to new research and new ideas about
life's beginnings. In this book, William Schopf, a
pioneer of modern paleobiology, tells for the first
time the exciting and fascinating story of the
origins and earliest evolution of life and how that
story has been unearthed. Gracefully blending
his personal story of discovery with the basics
needed to understand the astonishing science he
describes, Schopf has produced an introduction
to paleobiology for the interested reader as well
as a primer for beginning students in the field.
He considers such questions as how did
primitive bacteria, pond scum, evolve into the
complex life-forms found at the beginning of the
Cambrian Period? How do scientists identify
ancient microbes and what do these tiny
creatures tell us about the environment of the

early Earth? (And, in a related chapter, Schopf
discusses his role in the controversy that swirls
around recent claims of fossils in the famed
meteorite from Mars.) Like all great teachers,
Schopf teaches the non-specialist enough about
his subject along the way that we can easily
follow his descriptions of the geology, biology,
and chemistry behind these discoveries. Anyone
interested in the intriguing questions of the
origins of life on Earth and how those origins
have been discovered will find this story the best
place to start.
This Little Environmentalist - Joan Holub
2021-03-30
Learn all about big leaders who love and protect
the Earth in this engaging and inspiring board
book perfect for environmentalists-in-training!
Now even the youngest readers can learn all
about important people who help protect and
take care of our Earth! Highlighting ten
memorable environmentalists who paved the
way, parents and little ones alike will love this
discovery primer full of fun, age-appropriate
facts and bold illustrations.
Famous Butterfly Species - Prodigy Wizard
2016-05-25
Why should children learn to count money?
There are two reasons. The first is because
counting money entails the use of basic math
skills like counting and skip counting. The
second reason is because you want to teach your
child about the value of money. These are two
important concepts that your child should learn
ASAP. Grab a copy of this book
I'm A Little Scientist Series (Set 1) - Dongni Bao
2021-06-18
A Global Warming Primer - Jeffrey Bennett
2016-09-01
Is human-induced global warming a real threat
to our future? Most people will express an
opinion on this question, but relatively few can
back their opinions with solid evidence. Many
times we've even heard pundits say "I am not a
scientist" to avoid the issue altogether. But the
truth is, the basic science is not that difficult.
Using a question and answer format, this book
will help readers achieve three major goals: To
see that anyone can understand the basic
science of global warming; To understand the
arguments about this issue made by skeptics, so
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that readers will be able to decide for
themselves what to believe; To understand why,
despite the "gloom and doom" that often
surrounds this topic, the solutions are ones that
will not only protect the world for our children
and grandchildren, but that will actually lead us
to a stronger economy with energy that is
cheaper, cleaner, and more abundant than the
energy we use today.
Making Your Net Work - Billy Dexter 2017-02-22
"Part of the networlding leadership series"-Cover.
This Little Rainbow - Joan Holub 2021-10-05
Learn all about important leaders who
represent, empower, and support the LGBTQIA+
community in this engaging board book perfect
for proud leaders-in-training! Now even the
youngest readers can learn all about important
people who are from or helped support the
LGBTQIA+ community! Highlighting ten
memorable people who paved the way, parents
and little ones alike will love this discovery

primer full of fun, age-appropriate facts and bold
illustrations.
The One-Eyed People Eater - Joan Holub
2014-03-04
An easy-to-read retelling of the Greek myth of
the Cyclops, who traps Odysseus and his friends
and threatens to eat them.
This Little Artist - Joan Holub 2019-09-10
Learn all about artists who changed history in
this engaging and colorful board book perfect
for creators-in-training! Painting, shaping,
making art. With creative joy, hands, and heart.
Little artists have great big imaginations. In this
follow up to This Little President, This Little
Explorer, This Little Trailblazer, and This Little
Scientist now even the youngest readers can
learn all about great and empowering artists in
history! Highlighting ten memorable artists who
paved the way, parents and little ones alike will
love this creativity primer full of fun, ageappropriate facts and bold illustrations.
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